M O R O C C O

Sea and the City with La Sultana Hotels

‘Book a week’s retreat relaxing in two very different parts of Morocco’

For those wishing to be pampered during the ultimate holiday in Morocco, you can now
book the “Sea and the City” package attached – seven days staying at La Sultana Hotels
in Marrakech, the gem in the city and Oualidia, the gem by the ocean.
Guests booking six nights or more at these two remarkable hotels will benefit from
complementary, daily Moroccan breakfast and private car transfers between the two.
Marrakech is one of the most accessible cities in North Africa and a perfect location to
begin your week-long adventure in the country. With plenty to see and do, from exciting
museums to eating well to relaxing in spas, the city is easy to get around and explore.
Marrakech Airport is only a 15-minute drive from La Sultana.
At La Sultana Marrakech guests can enjoy the world-famous swimming pool, Spa and
signature hammam treatments, roof terrace overlooking the Atlas Mountains and Koutoubia as well as a wide range of fresh street food and Moroccan dishes in the restaurants
La Table du Souk and La Table de La Sultana.
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Then, just two and a half hours’ drive from Marrakech, is the remarkable town of Oualidia on the Moroccan coast. It is the ideal haven to retreat to, with fresh sea air, beautiful
beaches and easy access to the Atlantic Ocean.
La Sultana Oualidia offers a wide range of activities and adventures including beach
horseriding, Fatbiking, kayaking, fishing, birding, surfing followed by BBQs on the
beach, marshmallow cooking and stargazing.
Guests can also indulge in the La Sultana Spa or the infinity pool overlooking the unique
lagoon feeding into the Atlantic.
The “Sea and the City” offer is valid all year round, with a minimum stay of two nights in
each hotel, but is unavailable during Christmas and New Year.

For more information, please visit lasultanahotels.com
We stay at your disposal for any further information
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